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Abstract.  Our system is tagging named entities given in test files. For this we 

are training our system using previously given training dataset. We have 

recognized all possible NER tags and trained our system for these tags. Finally 

we collect all NER tags of test file in tab-separated format. 

1   Introduction 

Named entity recognition (NER) or tagging is the task of finding names such as 

organizations, persons, locations, etc. in text. Our system is tagging the named entities 

from the annotated training files. There are several other methods and algorithms for 

named entity recognition such as a simple semi-supervised algorithm for named entity 

recognition [1] and ranking algorithms for named–entity extraction: boosting and the 

voted perceptron [2]. 

 

2   Methodology 

We have used the supervised learning, as we are given few training files. We used this 

training dataset to train our system for tagged named entities and kept these tags in a 

tab separated files. Later on our system uses these tags for named entity tagging. 

 

2.1. Algorithm and flowchart 

 

There were 80 test files for named entity tagging. We  designed our system in such a 

way so it can process all 80 files together but it was making system performance very 

poor so we took 10 files at a time for tagging.  

 

Hence, we need to process 8times for tagging all given test files. 

Elementary idea was to train our system for all possible named entities for this we  
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used the provided training dataset. The dataset is primary focus for our training. 

Following flow-chart is showing the basic flow of our system in detail. 
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Figure 1: Basic flowchart of our system working 

 

The final tagged results are in following format. First three are taken from the same 

test file and the last tag is taken by comparing the name with the training dataset. i.e. 

     NNP I-NP B-LOCATION 

एक QC B-NP B-COUNT 

    NNPC I-NP I-PERIOD 

     NNP I-NP I-LOCATION 

 

2.2. Technology used 

 

We have used JDK 1.6 for developing our system and we have also used NetBeans 

6.8 IDE as a supporting tool for designing our system. Running platform was 

Windows 7 home basic-64 bit. 
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